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Panquake Timeline Countdown - Who, 
When and How! 
By invitation only - a once in a lifetime opportunity to join the Panquake Beta team 

Thousands of supporters of next generation social media platform 
PANQUAKE are being invited to apply to join the BETA release of the 
blockchain-based short messaging service.  

Only six months since PANQUAKE presented the groundbreaking concept of 
a crowd-funded social media application where the users are the customers - 
not the product - PANQUAKE’s build has progressed to the point where the 
BETA v1.0 release is in sight. 

Members of the public who apply will be vetted and hand selected by the 
PANQUAKE team to fill 5,000 BETA user spots, earning early access to the 
platform as well as a lifetime membership rate of only $3 per month.  

Founder Suzie Dawson said: “It is thrilling to announce that we will be 
inviting our community to apply to participate in the PANQUAKE BETA. This 
moment marks a significant milestone in the development of a sorely needed 
solution in the social media space. In keeping with our Proof of Authority 
blockchain consensus model, those who are selected will form the trusted 
core of the PANQUAKE network. This will provide the peer-to-peer foundation 
upon which millions of users will later be able to publish their content to the 
PANQUAKE blockchain.” 

Dawson and her team will formally issue the BETA invitation at the regularly-
scheduled July PANQUAKE public delivery event, published on Vimeo on the 
evening of Saturday July 31st.  

The following infographic accompanies the announcement and outlines: 

* The Release Pathway for four iterations of the PANQUAKE application, from 
v1.0 BETA through to the v2.0 Full Public Release 

* The different user groups that will have access to each of the releases 

* The approximate schedule and pre-conditions for releasing each version of 
the Panquake application 



In keeping with PANQUAKE’s consistent track record of transparency, further 
information about the campaign and development progress as well as future 
funding goals will be presented at the Public Delivery Meeting.  

Visitors to Panquake.com are 

a) joining a community dedicated to the delivery of a product which will 
bring next generation solutions to a market that is hungry for change 

b) successfully crowdfunding to contribute to the product development at 
https://gogetfunding.com/panquake and 

c) spreading the word that things can and will be different   

With Big Tech algorithms, AI moderation and massive data breaches 
rendering outdated, monopoly platforms obsolete, Panquake offers a vital 
and timely solution. 

On The Web 

Official Website: Panquake.com 
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/TalkLiberation 
Twitter Account: https://www.twitter.com/Pan_quake 

MEDIA ENQUIRIES: media@talkliberation.com 
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